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since because we were full on committed to the vision in 2013.’
Looking to the future these laser light sources are inevitably
going to have a profound impact on the use of lighting and
for lighting design. The company envisages the first wave
(‘the low hanging fruit’ as Rudy describes it) as literal and
straightforward applications of ultra-long spotlights needed
for range and distance, overcoming the limitations of LED
droop, and being leveraged by the entertainment and
architectural lighting industries. He does stress that they see
this as an augmentation of the solid state lighting paradigm
(in other words, not a replacement for LEDs) to include highly
directional sources.
Beyond this, he estimates that the second wave would
come from the lighting design community understanding the
technology, using it and so driving it forward in ways he can
only imagine. Regarded as an ideal point source with such
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high luminance, ‘it allows the light to be shaped in dramatic
and wonderful ways,’ he says, that have not been previously
possible. His company is now looking at ultra-short throw
applications where a small pendant on a wall can ‘spray’
several metres of that wall with tiny optics, and how low-cost
optical accessories such as holographic diffusers or highly
efficient liquid crystal plates can enable very sharp contrasts
to create, for example, a highly defined square of light. Rudy
likens a lighting designer to an artist whose paintbrush and
palette are respectively blue laser and phosphor.
SoraaLaser is now prototyping products intended for future
commercialisation where the blue laser is incident on a tiny
low-cost millimetre MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical systems)
mirror which can be pointed, scanned or adjusted to whatever
pattern of light one wants to put on the phosphor. That gets
imaged out so that in tiny assemblies compatible with today’s
LED luminaires, one can now imagine either fully spatially
dynamic sources which can be set to provide any static pattern,
or little projectional lumination systems inside a luminaire. Using
low-cost, single-mirror MEMS, this can be highly reliable and
efficient: if you just want one pixel or spot somewhere, you
just have to shine the mirror there, without dumping off most
of the light as you might with a panel illumination or a matrix of
sources that need addressing individually.
Indeed Rudy claims that there is so much potential –
for instance the integration of sensors, or by developing
architectural projection mapping – that he is not daring enough
to envision exactly where it will go next, and so they anticipate
open-sourcing all this in the future. ‘It will keep us really busy
for the coming years,’ he says. ‘Our goal is to provide lighting
designers with a wonderful capability and not limit their own
imaginations as to what the final sources are. Let the design
community run with it.’

Preference and perception
Iain Carlile singles out three
of the latest LR&T papers which
look at how colour temperature
and lighting method affect our
view of space and objects
A paper by Stokkermans et al investigates how the method
of lighting can affect a person’s impression of a space.
Considering brightness and perceived uniformity, an
experiment was conducted in which a number of observers
viewed high-quality visualisations under controlled conditions.
The visualisations were all of the same space but using
different styles of lighting (both focused and diffuse).
Participants in the experiment assessed the atmosphere
for different qualities: cosiness, liveliness, tenseness, and so
on. In a second experiment participants evaluated brightness
and perceived uniformity. From the results of the investigation
it was found that people’s perception of atmosphere can be
described as a second-order polynomial as a function of two
perceptual light attributes.
Huang et al examine the effect of different factors on
colour preference, including spectral power distribution (SPD)
application, personal colour preferences of observers, cultural
difference and gender. LED lighting with differing colour
correlated temperature (CCT) values was used to illuminate
different objects. Observers were asked to rate the light quality
and rank their preference for the different objects under the
various lighting conditions.
The authors conclude that the light itself, rather than the
object being illuminated, is the most important factor when
determining which light an observer will prefer. The authors also
note that some gamut-based colour metrics correlated with the
results of their experiment, observing that colour preference is
strongly influenced by colour saturation. Object familiarity was
also found to influence colour preference.
Also considering colour correlated temperature, Hartstein
et al investigated the effects on cognitive task performance
in males and females under varying CCTs. An experiment
was conducted in which the subjects performed a number
of cognitive tasks under both 3500K fluorescent and 5000K
LED sources. It was found that under higher CCT illumination
females’ (but not males’) reaction time decreased by 10 per
cent on a switching task. Conversely, the reaction time of males
(but not females) decreased on a go/no-go task, and that no
effect was noticed on the mental rotation tasks. It was also
found that higher CCT illumination provided improved reaction
time on certain attention/executive function tasks, but that
improvement is gender specific.
A very different investigation into colour temperature
was conducted by Jia et al. Their paper looks at a specific
application: the illumination of Japanese-style gardens in
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summer and winter. An analysis was conducted into the
influence of a change in CCT on different elements within the
scene, including vegetation, water, stone and (warm-toned)
structures. Seven different CCTs were applied to an image
of the same scene, ranging from 2000K to 10,000K, and
observers were asked to note their evaluations (for example,
beautiful, attractive, clear, calm, and so on).
From an analysis of the results, the authors concluded that
in this setting, during summer the optimum CCT values were
2000K for vegetation and stone, 6000K for water and 4000K
for structures. In winter for the same scene, the optimum CCT
values were 4000K for vegetation and water, and 3000K for
stones and structures.
Iain Carlile, MSLL, is an associate of DPA Lighting
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In advance of being published in the print version of
Lighting Research and Technology (LR&T), all papers
accepted for publishing are available online. SLL
members can gain access to these papers via the
society’s website (www.sll.org.uk).
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Light dominates colour preference when correlated
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A comparison of the effects of correlated colour
temperature and gender on cognitive task
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The optimum colour temperature for illumination
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